**Synopsis**

Updated and redesigned, Rand McNally’s Signature World wall map features eye-catching bold and vivid colors that make this the perfect reference piece sure to stand out in any home, classroom or office. The precise detail and digital accuracy shows color-matching relief and other physical features without sacrificing the maps readability. Printed on high quality paper. World Features: Map centered on Africa allowing viewers to see continents complete and intact. Clearly labeled country and city names for easy location. Latitude and longitude indications. Folded Map. Product dimension: 50" x 32"
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**Customer Reviews**

The international date line is wrong, as are the labels of south Atlantic Islands (incorrect country ownership information).

The dimensions state 10.2 x 8 x 0.4, the one I received is 52 x 36 inches!! A lot bigger than I expected.

Great map and quality. Only wish the item was shipped rolled, not folded.

What I didn't like about this map that some country names are cut out, like Moldova on this map is "Mol.", and it applies to a lot of countries on this map, previous version was better because it had full country names. I understand that they made fonts bigger and bold, but kids can't know what country
to look now.

Purchased for travel-loving daughter. She is very pleased with the map and has it hanging on the wall in her room. She puts a push pin on the map for places she hopes to travel one day. Nice item, as described.

I ordered it to put up in my bedroom and put pins where I've visited, and it's perfect!! It's very big and catches attention and has all the major cities and everything. Perfect if you want a modern looking map (not vintage). Good quality and arrived quickly! The creases will stay for awhile but that is expected.

This map is great! I use it to teach children geography. Its easy to read, bright and clear. I have it behind glass and still works great. The size is perfect for my needs. The one draw back is it comes folded, not rolled. The creases are still very apparent, even after being flat and behind glass for a few months. Okay for my use, but I wouldn't hang it in my home or a business.

Not much of a surprise here, a map that is large and helpful. It is well constructed and avoids tears. This works great for my kid's playroom.
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